A NEW SERIES ENTITLED Cooking for Kids
Not only recipes, but also cultural facts to discover a gastronomic heritage.
Here again, children travel and learn with fun!

Mediterranean Cooking for Kids
How do you cook pasta? Would you like some chichis for breakfast? Who is ice cream world champion? What do you know about cheese? What is pizza’s favourite topping? And who is the number one star of the Mediterranean? Find the answers in various recipes, with images and short texts. From Algeria to Turkey, via Italy and more, seven children make you discover the flavours of Mediterranean cooking. Go for an exotic journey full of flavour!

NEW
Ages 7+

Softcover . 20x20cm . 24 pages . 5,95€

FOR THE RECORD...
It all started in 2003. Stéphanie and Hugues were working in an advertising agency, as an art director and project manager, and they decided to leave for a 9-month trip with their 3-year-old daughter. Morocco, Italy, Turkey... gave them inspiration to start a travel log together. She is illustrating, he is writing, and together they create a hundred pages of sunny memories. On this occasion, they realized that such an illustrated travel log offered a great way of talking about a foreign country with children.

In 2008, then parents of 3 children, they travelled again to Morocco, and things took a new turn... They created a playful book that children could take along with them when travelling with their family, or which could simply be a fun way to discover a new country from home. And all this being a family story, they invited Julie, Stéphanie’s sister, to illustrate half of the games. So this is where this series comes from. For immediate use if the urge to travel is too strong!

DISCOVER THE WORLD IN A PLAYFUL WAY!

These new books, both playful and educational, are aimed at children who travel with their family, but also at those who want to discover the various cultures of the world from home. All titles in the series include a mix of information about geography, cooking, religion, language, history, fun facts, along with games and activities to explore different parts of the world.
Each title features 64 colourful and surprising pages for a fascinating immersion in the cultural wealth of these countries.

A NEW SERIES OF ACTIVITY BOOKS INCLUDING:
PORTUGAL
SPAIN
ENGLAND
ITALY
THE ARAB WORLD
TURKEY
MOROCCO
and available soon:
NEW YORK
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Morocco for Kids
From Essaouira to the desert, via Marrakech, young readers are going to explore Morocco, to discover the secrets of argan oil and honey, to cook by themselves pancakes from the Atlas all by themselves, to find their way through the souk and to decorate Berber bracelets thanks to a guide combining learning with fun!

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,50€

Italy for Kids
Follow Gianni and Mia, the twins living near Siena, and get an overall view of the peninsula. Roman Empire, Renaissance, opera, fashion, Venice carnival, pasta and olive oil... Soon Italy won't have any secrets for bimbis! As an added bonus, try the easy tiramisu recipe!

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,50€

Turkey for Kids
Who was Ataturk? And Arminias? What does karniyarok means in Turkish language? Where can you find devil's chimneys? What does Turkish delicacies taste like? What is the religion in Turkey? Where did the Silk Road pass? Answers to all these questions and more are given in short texts, images and games with Sibel and Emre, two children from Istanbul. Welcome to Turkey!

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,50€

Spain for Kids
Picasso was born there, along with flamenco and gazpacho. In this country, people have two last names, and you can enjoy magnificent palaces and fiestas, as well as delicious tapas. Under the sun, but also at night. Bienvenida en Español! Meet Ana and Pedro, two kids from Seville, in Andalusia, and discover Spain in a simple, fun and fascinating way!

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,90€

The Arab World for Kids
Meet Marwan and Ferial, whose mum is from Syria and whose dad is from Morocco, and who live in Cairo. They embark the young readers from Maghreb to Maghreb, initiate them to Arabic writing and calligraphy, help them understand Islam, lead them through the Alqayyook or introduce them to the Tales from the Arabian Nights, a book you read... from right to left!

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,90€

England for Kids
They drive on the left side of the road, drink a lot of tea, are champions for music and shopping, invented almost all the existing sports and don't lack of humour... Cross the Channel with Elliott and Lily, two English children from Brighton, and discover the infinite richness of England and its inhabitants.

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,90€

Portugal for Kids
Following in Vasco da Gama's footsteps, enjoying fresh cod and becoming fond of pastéis de nata, taking a fun ride in the tramway along the streets of Lisbon, discovering how almond trees arrived in Algarve and why some villages are painted in white, knocking out your neighbour in June in Port... History, traditions, surprising habits... enjoy Portugal! Pick some anecdotes and learn with fun with Risa and João, two kids from Lisbon, as your guides.

Ages 7+
Softcover. 16x22cm. 64 pages. 9,90€

Available soon